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OBD II Check Debuts in June
Massachusetts will begin the phase-in of
on-board diagnostic testing of motor vehicles in June with the implementation of
OBD II Checks.
All 1996 and newer OBD II vehicles, which
now get a tailpipe test, will be given the
OBD II Check when an emissions test is
required as part of the annual inspection.
This change means that approximately
260,000 Massachusetts-registered vehicles
will receive the faster, more convenient
emissions test made possible by on-board
diagnostics.

In the OBD II Check, inspectors will use
the workstation scanner to communicate
with the vehicle’s on-board computer and
retrieve information about the operation
of the vehicle’s emissions control system.
If that information indicates that the emissions controls are working properly, the vehicle will quickly and conveniently pass
the emissions part of the Enhanced Emissions & Safety Test. If the car fails the OBD II
Check, or if the OBD II is unable to be performed, the vehicle will be given a second
chance to pass by undergoing the standard
tailpipe test, i.e., dynamometer or twospeed idle.

A vehicle that fails the OBD II Check but
passes the standard tailpipe test and the
safety part of the inspection will be issued a
new sticker. If that vehicle fails both the
OBD II Check and the tailpipe test, it will
get a reject sticker, and will have to be repaired.
OBD II can provide early detection of problems in the emissions control system. In general, OBD II testing is considered a better
test for vehicles that are so equipped because
it is faster than the tailpipe test; it is a more
accurate test for all-wheel-drive and traction
control vehicles, which cannot currently be
tested on the dynamometer.
continued on page 4

Advanced Technical Training
For OBD II Readily Available
Massachusetts Bay Community College
(MBCC) will be offering advanced OBD II
technical training to registered emissions
repair technicians at four different sites in
May and June.
MBCC will hold OBD II courses during the
evening at its Ashland technology center
and at three of the five Diagnostic and
Training Centers (DTCs) operated by Agbar
Technologies.
This is a 12-hour, three-session, advanced
course offering both classroom instruction
and hands-on training. Registered repairers may take the course for only the cost of
the book, $50; non-registered repairers will
be charged $350. which includes the book.

➜ Woburn DTC, 10-V Gill Street, Woburn,
June 3, 4 and 6.
To register for the advanced OBD II technical training, call MBCC. Or you may fax
or mail the registration form on page X of
this edition of Inspection Update. Contact
points are:
➜ MBCC main course registration line,
781-239-3030.
➜ Charles Pearson, Special Assistant,
781-239-3048, and
pearsonc@mbcc.mass.edu.
When inquiring by e-mail, please include
your name, address, phone number and
registered emissions repair technician
number.

Course locations and dates are:

➜ MBCC fax line, 508-881-9210.

➜ Oxford DTC, 731 Main Street, North
Oxford, May 13, 14 and 16.

Each class will be limited to 25, or fewer,
technicians, so reserve your spot early.

➜ Dedham DTC, 263 Milton Street,
Dedham, May 20, 21 and 23.

MBCC operates the state’s largest, most
comprehensive automotive technology
education program. ■

➜ MBCC Technology Center, 250 Eliot
Street, Ashland, May 28, 29 and 30.

OBD II Offers
Many Benefits
Look at OBD II emissions testing from
any perspective and you see big benefits for Massachusetts.
Motorists, vehicle inspectors, automotive repairers, and the environment
will all do better when the OBD II
Check begins in June. Here are some
of the major pluses:
Faster, More Convenient Testing: If
a vehicle passes the OBD II Check, the
emissions part of the annual inspection will have been completed in less
than two minutes.
More Comprehensive Testing: OBD II
monitors and quickly tests all components of a vehicle’s emissions control
system, such as fuel lines, the catalytic
converter, and the vapor recovery
system.
More Effective, Less Costly Repairs:
By providing fast, reliable information
continued on page 2

Inspector Re-certification Training in Full Swing
Free Four-Hour Sessions Held at Diagnostic and Training Centers
According to Agbar Technologies’ Assistant
Program Manager Jack Pierce, inspector
re-certification training has been underway
since the end of 2001. With the Enhanced
Emissions & Safety Test program now in its
third year, the majority of inspector licenses are ready for renewal, said Pierce.
“Two thousand inspectors have been
scheduled for re-certification training,”
reported Pierce. “If you have not yet received
a training date, be patient. The Program
mails batches of letters on a regular basis.”
Upon receipt of the letter, inspectors must
call the Station Support Hotline at (877)
297-5552 to either confirm their attendance for the assigned class or reschedule
should there be a scheduling conflict.
In order to renew an inspector license,
completion of the mandatory inspection
re-certification training is required. The
training comes at no cost to the inspector.
It consists of one four-hour class, followed
by a written test, which is graded pass/fail.
A passing grade is a score of 80 or above.
Those who fail the written test are required
to retake the training in order to retain
their inspector’s license. There is a $50 fee
for re-training.
Classes are offered Monday through Thursday evenings at all five of the Agbar Diagnostic and Training Centers (DTCs) located
throughout the Commonwealth. Schedules at each center may vary. Call the Station Support Hotline for specific DTC
schedules.

“The majority of inspectors will be re-certified by the end of April,” said Pierce. “If
you are not able to attend the training for
which you are scheduled, call the station
hotline and reschedule your training for a
more convenient time.” Inspectors who do
not attend the scheduled training and do
not call the station hotline to reschedule,
will be “locked-out,” and therefore unable
to conduct inspections. New lock-outs occur on a monthly basis.
“As of the end of January, there had been
approximately 250 lockouts for failure to
attend the scheduled mandatory inspector
re-certification training,” said Pierce.
Should you notice that your inspection access has been denied, and you would like
to conduct inspections, call the hotline to
reschedule your training. Only upon
completion of the re-certification class will
you be able to perform inspections again.
Dan Bonnette is one of four trainers who
conduct re-certification classes. Bonnette
trains primarily out of the Oxford DTC,
where he alternates nights with Karl
Schneider. Bonnette said the responses
from students have been very positive.
“At least one student per class tells me of
something significant he learned from the
course,” said Bonnette. “The training material is drawn directly from three sources:
540CMR 4 (Code of Massachusetts Regulations), owner manuals of machines and
archived workstation messages.

“Surprisingly, many inspectors fail to recognize the importance of the workstation
messages,” said Bonnette. “It has proven
very effective to review many of these messages and explain to technicians why carrying out tips and following lessons saves
time and makes for a smoother inspection
process.” Bonnette suggests that inspectors
print and catalogue workstation messages
as they come through the VID.
The average re-certification training class
size is 19 students. Both Bonnette and
Scheinder lead their classes using
PowerPoint presentations. Bonnette said,
“This way students have visuals while listening to a lecture. Each slide has a reference number indicating where in the
manual more information can be found
that pertains to that slide. Additionally, a
reference book is provided that will be a
helpful tool when certain situations arise
back at the station, during an inspection.”
In preparing the course curriculum, Agbar
Technologies asked the RMV to outline
major concerns heard from motorists. According to the RMV, the biggest issue was
customer service. Therefore, customer service was woven into the course curriculum.
“For example, inspectors are repeatedly
reminded of the importance of explaining
the reasons for a test failure to a motorist,
and of discussing ways to repair the vehicle,” said Bonnette. “We want to help
inspectors strengthen their customer base
and relations.” ■

OBD II Benefits continued from page 1
Inspection Update is published quarterly and distributed to the automotive service and repair industry
in Massachusetts by the Department of Environmental Protection and the Registry of Motor Vehicles, in association with Agbar Technologies, Inc.
Our mission is to help foster the success of the enhanced vehicle inspection and maintenance program by providing news and useful information to vehicle inspectors and repair technicians in a
timely fashion.
We also want to facilitate the sharing of helpful information among people within the industry.
Toward that end, we encourage our readers to contact us with their suggestions, observations and
constructive criticism. Ideas that would benefit the industry as a whole will be presented in subsequent editions of Inspection Update, as space allows.
To register your comments, please e-mail or phone:
John Hahesy
The Minahan Companies
617-451-8600
jhahesy@theminahancompanies.com
The Vehicle Maintenance Initiative Committee (VMI), composed entirely of volunteers from
the repair industry, serves as Inspection Update’s editorial advisory board. Charles R. Pearson, Jr.,
of Pearson’s Automotive, Fitchburg, is chair of the VMI Committee; William Cahill, of B.C. Auto Repair,
Randolph, is alternate chair.

on specific defects in a vehicle’s emission control system, OBD II makes it
easier for registered repair technicians to
diagnose problems accurately and make
the right repairs the first time. Also, by
flagging small problems before they become larger ones, OBD II helps prevent
more costly repairs down the line.
Pollution Prevented: OBD systems are
designed to provide an early warning
of emissions control problems. If problems are fixed sooner rather than later,
vehicles will not generate excess pollution. Also, the OBD II Check will alert
motorists to valuable opportunities to
conduct preventive maintenance, thus
ensuring that emissions controls are
functioning optimally. ■

OBD II Training - Registration Form
Date: __________________________
Last Name:

First Name:

Title: Mr. Miss Mrs.

Middle Initial:

Technician R#:

Ms.

Home Address:
City:

State:

Zip:

Shop Name:

Shop RP#:

Street Address:
City:

State:

Home Phone: (

)

-

Work Phone: (

E-mail:

Zip:
)

-

Pager/Cell/Other

Fax:
Please choose a date and location. Check One
Day

Time

Location

May 13, 14, 16

6-10 PM

Oxford

May 20, 21, 23

6-10 PM

Dedham

May 28, 29, 30

6-10 PM

Ashland

June 3, 4, 6

6-10 PM

Woburn

PAYMENT
MasterCard

Visa

Discover

Check

Amount: ____________________________________________
Registered Repair Technician

$50.00

Other

$350.00

Credit Card Number: ______________________ Expiration Date: __________________________
Signature: ______________________________________________________________________________________________
Charges for books and tuition need to be paid when registering. If you are unable to attend, you must withdraw from the class in order to be
issued a refund. Cancellation notice must be made 72 hours or more, prior to class date.

✃

Fax to:
Phone:
Or mail to:

(508) 881-9210 (fax)
(781) 239-3048
Charles Pearson
MassBay Community College
250 Eliot Street
Ashland, MA 01721
MassBay Technology Center, 250 Eliot Street, Ashland, MA 01721
Phone: (781) 239-3048, Phone: (781) 239-3030 Fax: (508) 881-9210
Email: pearsonc@massbay.edu
www.massbay.edu

NESSARA Leader’s Speciality:
Keeping Lines of Communication Open
Roger Montbleau, owner/operator of
Lowell Automatic Transmission, a full-service towing company, providing auto body,
transmission and ASE certified auto repair
services, is currently serving his third consecutive term as president of NESSARA
(New England Service Station and Automotive Repair Association). He is also chairman of the Inspection Subcommittee (formerly called the Service Summit), which
is one of two subcommittees reporting to
the I/M Advisory Committee. Inspection
Update conducted this discussion with this
busy entrepreneur via e-mail over several
days. This text has been edited for space
reasons.
Inspection Update: How would you best
describe the mission of NESSARA?
Roger Montbleau: The mission of
NESSARA is to help our members expand
their businesses and improve customer service. The association’s goal is to protect the
rights of its members by keeping watch on
legislation that could adversely impact
their businesses, supporting legislation favorable to them, and offering numerous
benefits from reputable companies at the
most reasonable rates.
IU: How would you best describe your role
as president?
RM: My role as president is to prioritize the
concerns of our industry, guide the board
of directors to act on issues that need action, and ensure that the voice of our membership is heard.
IU: Why did you take on the presidency of
NESSARA?
RM: I felt compelled to take my turn at the
helm, and I felt confident that, with 30
years’ experience in this industry, I could
apply my experience in a positive way.
IU: What is the toughest part of being president?
RM: Convincing new members how important it is to be part of a trade organization.
IU: What is the most rewarding aspect of
serving NESSARA?
RM: The friendships and business relations
that have formed over the years.

NESSARA has strengthened the bonds of a
good working relationship.
IU: What would you say to representatives
from another state considering adopting a
decentralized emissions testing program?
RM: Emphasize the importance of forming
a coalition like our Inspection Subcommittee. This is an ideal forum to resolve program deficiencies and create an atmosphere of trust and respect.
IU: What upcoming program milestones
are you looking forward to and why?

Q&A
with Roger Montbleau
IU: What are the three biggest issues currently facing your association?
RM: One, continuing to make the I/M Program as convenient, efficient and affordable as it can be. Two, advocating on behalf of NESSARA members regarding the
Beede Waste Oil Superfund site in New
Hampshire. And, three, cost analysis of
implementing regulatory issues that pertain to our business interests.

RM: The next program milestone that I am
looking forward to is OBD II testing.
NESSARA has a very strong focus on this
goal and is working hard to assist in rapid
implementation.
IU: Is there anything else you want to tell
us about NESSARA or the Enhanced Emissions & Safety Test program?
RM: As president of NESSARA and chairman of the Inspection Subcommittee, I
would like to thank all the officials and
managers of the I/M Program for the confidence and trust placed in the NESSARA
board members participating in shaping
the future of the I/M Program.
Roger can be reached via email at
r_montbleau@msn.com ■

IU: What are the benefits of being a
NESSARA member for inspection station
owners?
RM: NESSARA has opened up lines of communication with state officials, the equipment manufacturers and Agbar Technologies to address and remedy concerns, as
well as protect each and every member’s
interest in the program.
IU: How does the Inspection Subcommittee interface with Agbar Technologies, DEP
and RMV?
RM: We address many issues affecting our
stations’ performance, including software
gliches and servicing equipment. The Inspection Subcommittee meetings give us a
forum to bring forth our concerns: for example, when the inspection sticker glue
impeded the scanning of barcodes. Mutual
respect between Agbar, DEP, RMV and
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OBD II Training continued from page 1

Massachusetts is scheduled to adopt the
OBD II test as a stand-alone criterion for
failure in early-2003.
The Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection is developing brochures
and handouts that inspectors may use to
help educate motorists about the new type
of test, its benefits, and how to obtain effective repairs. Inspectors should strongly
encourage motorists whose vehicles have
the “check engine” light on to fix their vehicles before the problem becomes more
serious and causes further damage to the
vehicle. ■

Shopping for a New Scan Tool?
First Ask Yourself the Right Questions

See
Comparison
Guide To
Scan Tool
Features.
Pages 8-9

Every good emissions repairer needs a good scan tool, or lab scope.
Who in the automotive service and repair industry would disagree with that statement?
OK, we have agreement.
Now, ask a bunch of industry folks, “Which scan tool should I buy?”

Guaranteed: You’ll get several different answers. And each answer will have some kind of a “it depends”
statement attached, as in: “It depends on the nameplates you mainly see in your repair shop,” or, “It
depends on how knowledgeable and experienced the techs in your shop are.”
Undaunted by the countless details and the wide range opinions on the subject, Inspection Update set
forth to gather some helpful answers to the question, “Which scan tool should I buy?” We did so knowing there is no one-size-fits-all answer; or, as Gary Goms so nicely put it in the January 2000 edition of
“Import Car” magazine, “Answering that question is like telling somebody what size shoes to buy.”
Our approach was not scientific — Consumer Reports we are not— but it turned up some informational
gems just the same, starting with Goms’s “Import Car” piece.
“Technical features aside,” Gary Goms
wrote, “the many factors affecting your
choice include the number of driveability
emissions repairs done each week, the skill
level of your technicians, the number of
nameplates you service, and the economic
status of your customer base.”
Goms warned, “Don’t buy expensive
equipment to compensate for the lack of
technical expertise,” adding emphatically,
“Equipment purchases should be based on
realistic appraisals of your customers’ needs
and their ability to pay.
“On the other hand,” Goms continued, “if
you’re buying new test equipment to fill a
void in your diagnostic capability, or to
make your diagnostic work easier, more accurate and more profitable, you’re probably on the right track. The key is to find
the balance between cost and profitability.
“Remember, too, the cost effectiveness of
software-based diagnostic equipment like
scanners, database lab scopes, and graphing multimeters is reduced in direct proportion to the coverage it offers.”
Many tools have unique state-of-the-art
bells and whistles, which are attractive,
Goms acknowledged in the “Import Car”
article. His advice, however, tended in the
opposite direction. “…when you are looking at new diagnostic equipment, begin
with the basics,” Goms wrote. “Ask yourself how often that particular feature would

save you time or reduce diagnostic errors.
You may find that, once in the field, many
of these features are simply too awkward
to use or have become completely irrelevant to the real world of driveability diagnostics.”
In the real world of software, the clock is
always ticking on a product, Goms reminded the readers of “Import Car.” Software-based equipment, he wrote, “is like
vegetables in a supermarket display: They
are spoiling by the day! As a rule of thumb,
plan on a service life of three years at the
least and five years at the most before the
manufacturer withdraws technical support
from the equipment, or discontinues software updates.”
Given the pace of technological change, a
scan tool purchaser today would be foolish not to have his eyes on the future.
Paul Weissler, the author of an article that
appeared in the July 2001 edition of “Motor Magazine,” is very convincing on this
point. “If you’re buying a new scan tool,”
Weissler wrote, “think of not only what it
does now, but what it will require to work
with CAN (Controller Area Network) diagnostics, reprogramming, etc.
“Before you buy something new today, ask
the questions regarding CAN diagnostic
capabilities. If the salesman doesn’t know,
call the technical service department at the
tool manufacturer.”

Gary Goms

“One size doesn’t fit all”

When thinking about a new scan tool,
Weissler believes you should also think
about the “wireless repair shop” on the
horizon. “The capability of remote diagnosis already is in place on millions of vehicles,” he wrote, “so you should not doubt
that, one day soon, vehicles will be transmitting information from the location
where they have broken down to a repair
facility miles away. Will your shop be prepared for the coming wireless revolution
in automotive diagnostics?”
continued on page 6
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When Buying a New Scan Tool, Consider Number of
Paul Weissler explained, especially with the
growing importance of OBD II diagnostics.
OBD II protocols “involve different computer languages,” Weissler said in his “Motor Magazine” article. “…Just as you can
learn a foreign language, a scan tool can
be programmed to recognize all these protocol languages… For example, an earlyrelease generic scanner will not ‘hear’ anything from a data bus using ISO 14230. It
will think nothing is being transmitted,
and tell you that on its digital display. The
tool needs a software upgrade.”
Sandy Campbell

“Tool should be expandable”

Sandy Campbell, of MSB Tool, Inc.,
Norwood, who lectures frequently on automotive technology, made the same point
during a brief interview with Inspection Update. “Think expandability,” said
Campbell. “Think of the future of auto repair when you’re in the market for a new
scan tool.”
Your new scan tool has to be capable of
understanding a new computer language,

You can spot a savvy scan tool purchaser,
according to Robert Mann of Hi Tech Tools
and Training, Randolph, if he’s talking
Windows, as in PC software.
“Most scanners are built just to show data,
like numbers and voltages,” Mann told
Inspection Update. “The upgrades are costly,
and controlled by a platform running on
an old DOS computer. But, now that we
are in the world of Windows 2000, XP,
shouldn’t your scanner be there, too?
“Technicians are the ones who are going
to use a scanner to fix customers’ cars,”
added Mann. “Wouldn’t a Master ASE

Technician with 25 years of car repair experience want to be using the latest Windows program with his scanner?”
CAN, is the new OBDII protocol now appearing on European cars. “Soon it will be
on most 2003 vehicles,” says Bert Cox,
Chief of Vehicle Programs for the Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Protection, and a successful repair shop
owner in a previous life. “It’s faster and
more integrated than current protocols.
Technicians should plan on updating in
the next two years.”
Skip Colburn, director of training for
Agbar Technologies, the contractor for the
Enhanced Emissions & Safety Test program,
argues that any scan tool purchase should
be dictated by the vehicles most commonly
repaired in the shop where the tool will be
used.
“If you are a generalized shop,” said
Colburn, “you would probably do best
with a top-of-the-line, generalized megatool that has many functions. If 90 percent of the cars you service are BMWs,
however, it would probably be best to purchase the BMW specialized scan tool.

Tips for Buying a New Scan Tool
☞
☞
☞
☞
☞
☞
☞
☞
☞
☞

Don’t buy expensive tool to compensate for lack of technical expertise.
Consider if new tool will work well with CAN (Controller Area Network) diagnostics.
Look ahead. Will new tool fit into a wireless repair shop?
Think expandability.
Ask if it can run latest Windows program?
Choose tool that works best for vehicles most commonly in your shop.
Consult your techs before buying.
Know who’s going to train your techs on how to use it.
Plan on five-year service life, at most, before manufacturer withdraws technical support.
Get documentation on all promised features and benefits.
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Emissions Repairs, Skill Level of Your Technicians
vice shortcuts to hard-to-find service specifications. In my estimation, the database
is the most important part of the generic
scanner because it saves a lot of research
time, and it provides model-specific diagnostic shortcuts.”
The choice of a new scan tool could come
down to technician preference, says Bert
Cox. “Some technicians want small, specialized tools that are narrowly focused
and more accurate. Others find the small,
specialized tools difficult to analyze and
prefer the mega-tool that does everything,
but with less accuracy.”
Skip Colburn

“Most common repairs the key”
“It’s more cost-effective for a generalized
shop to send a car to a qualified dealer for
that one service or repair your tool can’t
handle than to spend $8,000 on a specialized tool that won’t be used more than a
few times a year,” said Colburn.
In his “Import Car” article, Goms also
touched upon the “generalized scanner vs.
nameplate-specific scanner” question.
“Look at the nameplates that you are currently servicing,” Goms wrote. “OBDI
Nissans and Hondas, for example, don’t
interface with scanners… Until you begin
diagnosing 1995-96 and later models, a
computer scanner is useless on many ODBI
imports.
“…On the other hand, nameplates like
Toyota, which are equipped with a diagnostic connector, interface with computer
scanners and can produce a limited range
of diagnostic trouble codes (DTCs) and serial data, depending upon the model of
vehicle and type of scanner used.

Owners of repair facilities should coordinate all major equipment purchases with
their employees, Kirk MacKenzie, of SnapOn Tools, recommended. “Look for a tool
that your technicians want to use,” he said.
“If they are intimidated by something you
bought without consulting them, it is not
a good investment.”
To get the right scan tool for you, ask the
right questions, John Jenkins urges. Affiliated with CAS of New England, a tool supplier in South Easton, Jenkins says the
would-be new scan tool owner should ask
at least four questions:
“One, ask the salesman to hook it up and
show you how it works.
“Two, ask for written documentation on
what coverage is available. (With the number of systems on cars, it is almost impossible to listen to a verbal coverage list, and
remember what you were supposed to get.)

“Four, ask about training: Who will train
the shop techs on using the new scan
tool?”
The interrogatory approach is also supported by Gary Goms, who recommended
in the pages of “Import Car” that technicians talk to other technicians before purchasing a scan tool.
“It’s always a good idea to have a discussion with someone who has used a particular type of equipment before making the
purchase,” Goms wrote. “If you don’t know
anybody, check out the Internet dialogue
on forums like the International Automotive Technicians Network (iATN).”
Bill Aucoin, of the Woodside Service Center, Waltham, who is profiled in this edition of the Inspection Update, (see page 14),
puts a good word in for hand-held tools.
“Just because it’s a hand-held does not
mean it’s inferior to a larger unit,” said
Aucoin. “And keep in mind, smaller means
cheaper.”
Aucoin also reminded us that information
helpful to one technician may hinder another. “There are many different ways to
fix a car,” he notes, “almost as many ways
as there are technicians.”
Aucoin asks the scan tool shopper, “Do you
like a lot of buttons or a just a simple
thumb wheel for selecting ‘yes’ or ‘no’?”
The final bit of advice collected for this
article concerns a simple feature of the scan
tool and the environment where it will be
used on a regular basis. Be sure to consider
the lighting on the screens of the scan tools
you’re thinking of buying, one very experienced technician told Inspection Update.

“…In most cases, a dedicated scanner has
much more diagnostic capacity than generic scanners. Information displays are
much more complete, and the scanner can
perform many more interactive tests than
can a generic unit.”
However, in Goms’ view, generic scanners
shouldn’t be ruled out because they “may
contain a tremendous amount of field service information in a self-contained database… This information ranges from ser-

“Three, ask about future updates: How are updates done?
When do they come out?
What is the expected price?

See
Comparison
Guide To
Scan Tool
Features.
Pages 8-9

“Think about whether you will be using
the tool in a dark shop or a well-lighted
environment,” this technician said. “Your
satisfaction with the tool can be significantly affected by this one factor.” ■
John Jenkins

“See How It Works”
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Permission to reprint portions of Gary Goms’
January 2000 article has been granted by Import Car, a Babcox publication, Akron, OH.
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N
N
N

Connect to
Printer

Digital Volt/
Ohm Meter

Modem Hookup

N
N

Graphing

Generic OBD2

N

N

LCD
10 lines x 20
characters

NA

N

Diesel Support

Manufacturer
Specific
Support (OEM)

Enhanced
OBD 2
supported?

Self-Contained
Diagnostics

Diagnostics

Description of
Display

Method of tool
upgraded to
support CAN?

Currently CAN
supported?

CAN (Controller Area Network)

N

Connect to PC,
Laptop

N

Y

Ford, GM,
Chrysler, OBD2
Generic, Heavy
Duty Application

N

Y

LCD
4 lines x 20
characters

NA

N

N

N

Y

Y

$535

$450-$895

Price

Accessories/Compatibility

Nexiq.com

(800)365-2233

Nexiq Tech:
Pro Link Plus

Interro.com

(800)434-6744

Interro:
PST500

Website

Contact Number

FEATURES

SCAN TOOL

N

Y, light duty only

GM, Chrysler,
Jeep, Ford,
Asian, OBD2
Generic

N

Y

LCD

NA

N

N

N

Y

Y

$2195

Snapon.com

(877)762-7664

Snap-On:
MT2500
Scanner

Some

Y

LCD, 16 lines

Cartridge

Y with
additional module

Y

Y

Y

Y

$3400-7000

Vetronix.com

(877)263-4897

Vetronix:
MTS3100
Mastertech

Enhanced GM,
Ford and
Chrysler only

Y

Computer,
Windows CE,
Palm

NA

N

Y

N

Y

Y

$695-$3100

Obd2.com

(888)366-3273

EASE:
Professional
PC – Based
Scan Tool

Y, OBD1 and
OBD2

Y, medium and
light duty

Y

Y

Y, unlimited
recording and
graphing

Y

Domestics to
Generic OBD2 and
All OBD2
include OBD1&2, manufacturer specific compliant vehicles
OBD2 Generic,
for OBD2
and enhanced
enhanced on all
support for GM
Asian and
OBD1&2,
Domestic, Generic
support for Ford
only on European
OBD1&2, Chrysler
OBD1&2 and
Toyota OBD1&2

Y

Y

LCD color

Flash

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

$2500-3000

Otctools.com

(800)533-6127

SPX/OTC:
Genisys

Y

N

Generic OBD2
and optional
enhanced upgrade

Y with optional
enhanced upgrade

Y

Computer,
Windows CE,
Palm

Software Upgrade

Y

Y, wireless

Y

Y

Y

$350-$599

Servicemycar.com

(781)829-9249

Hi-Tech Tools &
Training: OBD
Wizard with
Technician in Your
Pocket Diagnostic
Software

N

N

GM, Ford,
(OBD1&2)

N

Y

LCD
4 lines x 20
character

NA

N

N

N

Y

Y

$769.99

Kalequip.com

(800)228-7667

Kal-Equip:
KM9640
Professional
Enhanced Scan
Tool

Scan Tool Features: A Comparison Guide
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Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Hardware
Module

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Internet, Flash
Card, Modem

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Software

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y, support body,
chaise, AVS, airbag

Y

Software and
Internet

Great features
for diesel.
Hand-held tool.
It can take a beating.
Very durable.

2 yr

4 MegHz
1/sec

Cable

3 yr

75 MegHz
4/sec

Personality keys

Automatic

2 yr

12 MegHz

Three buttons
Expandable memory, Options: low current
(thumb wheel,
ongoing updates,
probe, infrared
wide button and
analog meter
temperature probes,
N button) with
capability,
lab scope with
Y or N questions.
LED capability,
built-in waveform
Thumb wheel
future update of
library, GM
scrolls through
lab scope,
reprogramming,
options
automatic record of
Toyota
MTG2500 ($2695)
75 frames,
reprogramming
has graphing
code activated
capabilities
freeze frame or
3-hour straight
record. All recording
is Flash PROM and
infrared printer.
Bi-directional testing.
OBD2 diagnostic
test. Full drive
cycle database.

3 yr (body)
1 yr (cartridge)

4 MegHz
1/sec

Personality keys

1 yr

.

8-10 MegHz
8-10/sec

Automatic

Hooks to gas
Supports lab scope, Currently supports
Built in dual trace
Software runs on
analyzer,
software can run
GM SPS
lab scope, optional
laptop and desk
integrates with a PC, on laptop, desktop. Reprogramming, can
ignition scope,
top, data logger
optional expanded
be converted to be
engine analyzer
records up to 12
diesel modules.
a 5 gas analyzer
self-contained in hours, when hooked
PC compatible,
tool, software is
to laptop can
infrared wireless
self- contained. All
record thousands
to a printer.
at additional cost.
of hours.

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

GM has airbag

Y

Hardware
Module

Diagnostics ability
upgradeable with
Technician in
Your Pocket
software.
It allows tech
to build own
Q&A session,
pull data from
scanner.
Ability to
download to
pocket PC/Palm.
Automatic OBD2
locator.

1 yr (hardware)

206 MegHz
10/sec

Automatic

Supports lab
scope, pocket
PC, Palm and
desktop.

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

Internet, Compact
Flash Cards,
Smart Card

Focus of tool
is engine
control systems

3 yr

4 MegHz
1/sec

Cable, menu driven

NA

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Software

Inspection Update will not be held liable for an inaccurate information listed on this table. All information was given by each individual manufacturer and/or distributor
and is subject to change at any time.

Basic OBD2
scan tool.

1 yr

Warranty

Other Comments

NA

Processing
speed/ Screen
Refresh rate

Multiplexor
configuration
NA

NA

Special/
Unique Features

Vehicle Selection Method

Y

N

Module:
Transmission

Snapshot/Data
Logging

N

Module: Body
Control

Y

N

Module:
Antilock Brake

Self-Powered

N

N

Hardware
Module

Module: Airbag

Other Vehicle Systems

OBD I Compliant

Method of
Update

AUTOMOTIVE CAREER
Worcester Training School Reflects
To understand what goes on at the Automotive Career Development Center in Worcester, you have to know something about
the individual who founded this training institute for automotive technicians.

sings, not lip synchs, selections from a repertoire of 14 Elton
John hits, and he does it with considerable skill and panache. So
he knows how important it is to connect with an audience, regardless of whether it’s in a ballroom or a classroom.

Craig Van Batenburg, age 51, has been an automotive technician his entire adult life. He still works as an emissions repairer.
So he’s never forgotten how hard it can be to spend hours bent
over an engine, making a difficult diagnosis and repair.

After graduating from high school in 1969, Van Batenburg went
to work repairing Honda cars and motorcycles at an area dealership. Some eight years later, late in 1977, he gave into what has
always been a strong craving for independence and opened his
own repair shop, Van Batenburg’s Garage.

Van Batenburg is an environmentalist, or, as he proudly puts it,
“a tree hugger.” Long ago, he decided he could best help Mother
Earth by helping technicians gain more knowledge and improve
their skills. So it’s more than money and success that drives him
to teach.
Van Batenburg is a gearhead. He loves cars and motorcycles as
much today as he did when he was a teenager taking shop classes
at Worcester’s Burncoat Senior High School. He’s wild about new
tools and new technology. So his students benefit from his childlike curiosity and his up-to-the-minute gadgets and know-how.
Van Batenburg is a born showman. A ringer for Elton John, he
earns money on the side as an Elton impersonator. On stage, Van
Batenburg

From the beginning, Van Batenburg’s Garage was a success. People
responded to Van Batenburg’s open personality and direct ways.
His customers had to “promise” to maintain their cars. (He’s been
known to “fire” customers who wouldn’t.) The business grew
steadily.
In less than a year, Van Batenburg’s Garage moved to larger quarters on May Street in Worcester. Six years later, in 1984, it moved
to an even larger facility at 24 Wells Street, near UMass Medical
Center, where it is still located.
As the years passed, and as employees of Van Batenburg’s Garage came and went, Van Batenburg was in a constant training
mode. “As a shop owner, I realized early on that I had to have
well-trained employees to run a successful business,” he said.
“So, I spent a lot of time training them myself. I enjoyed teaching the younger techs, and I found that I was pretty good at it.”
While running a booming business, Van Batenburg never lost
sight of the importance of sharpening his own skills, keeping
pace with the rapid advances in automotive technology, and
earning certifications. Today, he holds a certificate in shop management, is ASE Master Certified and ASE Advanced-Level Certified, and is one of a relatively small number of persons in Massachusetts certified by the federal Environmental Protection Agency
to teach emissions repairs.
Van Batenburg dreamed of opening his own training school, but
for many years had to defer the dream. Finally, in 1998, with
Massachusetts getting ready to launch the Enhanced Emissions &
Safety Test program, space in an industrial building across the
street from his shop became available – space large enough to
accommodate a good-sized classroom and support facilities.
Van Batenburg knew it was now or never for a new career in
automotive technology education. He signed a lease and began transforming that space, just steps from his busy shop,
into the Automotive Career Development Center – ACDC for
short.
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Characteristically, Van Batenburg was thinking about more
than making a dollar when he embarked on this venture. “I
really felt like I had an obligation to reach back down to the
new shops and the new techs, and give them a hand because,
along the way, a lot of people did me a ton of favors,” he said.
“One of the big reasons for ACDC is to give something back.”

DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Unique Personality and Drive of Its Owner
Like Van Batenburg’s Garage, the Automotive Career Development Center started small and quickly grew to an
impressive size. In a typical year, ACDC now offers some
30 different courses, classes and seminars.
ACDC courses cover general technical subjects, such
as ASPIRE’s FIRST and EDGE, the Mass. Module, Advanced Emissions Repair and Solving Problems with
Lab Scopes; management issues, such as Selling I&M
Repairs and Service Writing; ASE technical subjects,
i.e., Advanced L-1 Engine Certification and A-6
Electrical Certification; and AMI Management
topics, i.e., Selling Diagnostics and Selling Preventive Maintenance.
Among ACDC’s planned course offerings this
April and May are: FIRST and EDGE, Current Ramping, Engine Tune-Up, a one-day
A-6 prep class; Intermediate Electronics,
Entry-Level Shop Skills, an L-1 ASE prep
The
class, Air Conditioning for Beginners,
Bat compa
e
and a one-day seminar on starting
offe nburg ny car
r
at
b
ing
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“From Tech to Shop Owner.”
e in ACDC is a ga
ACDC has also branched into new and unconventional areas of automotive technology education. The school offers, for instance, one-day seminars
on “Working With Dad – Families in Business,” and “Tools
for Understanding Men and Women in the Automotive Workplace.”
Ever the environmentalist, Van Batenburg recently began offering classes on how to repair hybrid vehicles, a subject near
and dear to his heart since his company car is a 2000 gaselectric hybrid, the Honda Insight. “As far as I know, we’re
the only training school in New England offering a course on
hybrid repairs,” said Van Batenburg. “These are good cars –
great on fuel mileage, and good for the air. I love mine. But
they do break down. They’re not perfect.”
As ACDC continues to grow and evolve, Van Batenburg sees
his future tilting more and more toward education and away
from repairs. He recently scaled back the hours of operation
for Van Batenburg’s Garage to three days a week. Although
they are quite different enterprises, with different kinds of
challenges and rewards, the school and the garage have at
least two common characteristics, Van Batenburg believes.
“To be successful in either venture, you have to do two things,”
he asserts. “One, you need to be unique, and your clients have
to understand why you’re unique. Two, you have to strive
constantly to be better than your competition.” ■
For further information, call the Automotive Career Development
Center, 800-939-7909, or visit the center’s Web site, www.autocareers.org.
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Five Massachusetts Schools
Now Offering Automotive Technician
Training, Certification
The following schools are currently offering automotive technician training and certification:
ADVANCED TECHNICAL TRAINING,
20 Johnson Road, Chicopee, MA 01039,
413-268-8337. Contact: Mark Oliver.
AUTOMOTIVE CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER (ACDC),
19 Wells Street, Worcester, MA 01604, 800-939-7909. Contact: Craig Van Batenburg.
DIMAN REGIONAL VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOL,
257 Stonehaven Road, Fall River, MA 02723, 781-239-2702.
Contact: Howard Ferris.
MASS BAY COMMUNITY COLLEGE TECHNOLOGY
CENTER, 250 Eliot Street, Ashland, MA 01721
781-239-3048. Contact: Howard Ferris.
MT. WACHUSETT COMMUNITY COLLEGE,
444 Green Street, Gardner, MA 01440, 978-632-6600.
Contact: Peter Kaufmann.

“If You Are One of Them, Technicians
Will Move into the Unknown with Less Fear”
You had been a successful automotive technician and repair facility
owner for more than 20 years when
you decided to establish your own
training institute in 1998. What inspired you to start the Automotive
Career Development Center (ACDC)?
In 1987, I attended a workshop in New
York City that allowed me to look at my
purpose in many
areas of life, including work. It was at
that
weekend
event that I knew
helping techs and
the environment
would get me out
of bed more eagerly
Craig Van Batenburg
in the morning. It
took a long time to reach my goal, but
that’s when I knew what I had to do.

Do you have a particular philosophy,
or approach, on how best to train automotive technicians?
Yes. Most techs I know need to see it, touch
it and fix it while learning. If you (the instructor) are one of them, they will listen
to you, trust you, and move into the unknown with less fear.

What would you say to a technician
who is considering taking a course at
ACDC, but isn’t sure if he should?
Good training is your future! If you can’t
adapt to new technology, you will fall behind in a hurry. ACDC has a policy: If you
are unhappy with a class, see me before
the class is half over on the first day of class,
ask for a full refund, and I’ll give it to you.
(You may still have to buy the book for the
class.) We have refunded money without
being asked when I knew we had missed
the mark. We have many letters of reference from former students, and we gladly
share those with prospective students.

Can you give us a thumbnail sketch
of your typical ACDC student?

Q&A
with Craig Van Batenburg
ACDC’s students come in all age brackets,
men and women, shop owners to entrylevel techs. They come from all over New
England. Soon we’re going global! In our
next FIRST and EDGE classes, we will be
sponsoring a tech from Nepal.

You are very much an active emissions repairer working within the
framework of the Enhanced Emissions & Safety Test program. How
does that fact influence your teaching?
It gets very real when a tech can’t seem to
get a car to pass the test and he brings it to
class. Do or die. I love the challenge and
what a teachable moment that is. Everyone learns from a real failed car. A year ago,
one of our classes fixed the van for the
United Congregational Church in Worcester. Their bill: zero. Our students were
trained and felt good helping out. The van
passed inspection and the air got cleaner.

Which do you enjoy more: repairing
cars, or teaching others how to repair
cars? Why?
Teaching is by far more rewarding. I do
enjoy working on cars, but all of us in this
business get in a car that we wished we’d
never seen. I wouldn’t say that about any
student I’ve ever had.

You are proud to call yourself a “tree
hugger.” How, if at all, did your environmental consciousness influence
your decision to start ACDC and to
keep the institute going?
I grew up in Utah and moved to Worcester
in 1963. Utah was very unspoiled in the
50s. After many visits back to Utah in the

✸
REMINDER

60s, I could see the smog getting worse
every time the plane landed. It was sickening. I was swept up in the counterculture, drove a VW bus and 125cc Honda motorcycles. I worked at a dealership from
1968 to 1977 and learned a great deal as
new emissions control systems were added
every year. When Honda introduced the
CVCC engine in 1975, I was hooked. I was
working for Bernardi’s Honda in Natick at
the time. They sent me to Honda school
and I got a very extensive exposure to emissions technology. From there, it was a natural progression to the founding of ACDC
in 1998. I have been a professional trainer
since 1995.

Do you allow time in your classes to
discuss the environment, public
health, and the importance of good
emissions repairs to the quality of air
in Massachusetts?
If the students don’t shut me up, I go on
for a long time in class about those issues.
My son, Mike, who is 10, has asthma. He
reminds me every day with his puffer that
we have more work to do cleaning the air
in Massachusetts.

What are some of the ways that advances in technology will affect the
future of automotive emissions repairs?
Computers will continue to make more
advances possible. Cars will get cleaner.
Hybrids will make a real leap in sales. The
future looks good for qualified techs, but
it will take a lot of work for techs to stay
trained and motivated.

Are you optimistic about the environment?
I’m realistic. Therefore, I have some concerns. Carbon dioxide pollution is still a
big problem; it can only be cured through
improved mileage or less driving. Motorists in Massachusetts are making some
poor choices when buying new cars and
trucks. ■

Always Check Gas Bottles Soon After Delivery
Inspection stations are required to check calibration gas bottles for proper pressure and leaks within seven business days of receiving. This policy assists stations with continuing efficient emission inspection operations. Stations
that receive defective tanks should call the toll-free Station Support Hotline at (877) 297-5552 to find out what to do
with the defective tanks and how to receive replacements.
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David Smith, co-owner of Factory Five Racing, behind the wheel of a Cobra copy in the Wareham company’s
showroom.

They Don’t Forget the Environment
When Putting Muscle into Kit Cars
When a spanking-new, sassy-red Cobra roadster passes you on
the road some Saturday morning, don’t rub your eyes and wonder if you’ve been caught in a time warp. Chances are, you’ll be
looking at an old, classic design that has found new life in a kit
car manufactured and sold by a Massachusetts company.
One of the great things about this new vintage muscle car, a copy
of the classic Shelby 427 Cobra produced by Factory 5 Racing of
Wareham, is its new emissions control system. We’re talking 1960’s
style and power, minus the lung-stifling exhaust typical of vehicles of that era.
Every car built from a Factory 5 Racing kit and sold in Massachusetts meets state emissions standards. If properly assembled and
maintained, every Factory 5 Racing kit car will pass the Enhanced
Emissions & Safety Test.
That has been a point of pride for the founders and owners of the
firm, David and Mark Smith. “We try to be environmentally conscious,” said David Smith, “both in terms of the kit cars we design and build, and in how we run our manufacturing facility.”
In the company’s copy of the 427 Cobra, which has side exhaust
pipes, emissions are controlled by installing a catalytic converter
on the left side. In this next-to-the-header position, the cat does
not detract from the power beloved by drivers of such cars.
“The cat is close to the engine, so it actually catalyzes more of the
gases than an ordinary car,” explained Mark Weber, a Factory 5
Racing engineer. “The closer the burn, the cleaner the exhaust.
Because of the customized position of the cat, we’re actually able
to enhance the engine’s power. It allows us to improve overall
engine performance.”
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In other words, Factory 5 Racing has found a way to make both
a stronger and a cleaner car.
To build the 427 Cobra copy, you need: (a) the kit from Factory
5 Racing, and (b) a 1987-93 Ford Mustang with an intact 4.9
liter V-8 engine and five-speed manual transmission. The “donor car,” as it’s called, must also provide the brakes, front spindles,
radiator, driveshaft, wheels, tires, rear axle and rear shocks to
the finished product. The front suspension and steering rack
come with the kit.
The Smith brothers established the company in Wareham in 1995
because they resided not far from the small complex that houses
their factory. Semi-rural, southeastern Massachusetts, with some
of the region’s most beautiful coastline and most inviting
beaches, continues to exert a powerful draw upon them.
Business is booming at Factory 5 Racing: An average of 15 kits
are shipped weekly to backyard mechanics and would-be weekend race car drivers around the nation. The typical buyer of a kit
car devotes some 250 hours to the formidable, but-ever-so-rewarding task of assembling one of these babies. At least 150 Cobra copies on Massachusetts roadways today have been built by
satisfied Factory 5 Racing customers, company records indicate.
The non-racing version of the roadster from Factory 5 Racing
sells for just under $12,000. Counting the cost of the donor car
and other miscellaneous expenses,
it’s quite possible, the Smiths say, for someone to build a solid,
eye-catching, environmentally-friendly Cobra copy for less than
$25,000. ■
For more information, contact Factory 5 Racing, 18 Kendrick Rd.,
Wareham, MA, 02571; (508) 291-3443; www.factoryfive.com.
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Waltham

Personal Attention Builds a Large, Loyal Clientele
With a landmark birthday approaching, Fred Woodside, almost 82 years old, is still hard at work and following the same
early morning routine of greeting his customers and pumping gas. Meanwhile, his wife, Anne, still keeps the books – and
in perfect order, as always.
For this couple, working side-by-side over the years at their shop, Waltham’s Woodside Service Center, has been a longtime family affair. Even more so with their sons, Fred Jr. and Robert, and daughter-in-law Pat, picking up the slack of the
day-to-day operations as well.
Even a third generation Woodside,
Adam, is learning the ropes of his
grandpa’s shop.
Fred Woodside Sr. purchased the service station in 1946, upon returning
from World War II. It was the very station he had worked at prior to the war.
Woodside Service Center is affiliated
with the Enhanced Emissions & Safety
Test program as a registered repair
shop. The Woodsides had also considered becoming an inspection station with the program at one time.
However, once they learned they
would have to give up two repair bays
to install the dynamometer, they
changed their minds. “It wasn’t economical,” said Bill Aucoin, the
station’s L-1 technician.
Aucoin, who said he is treated like
family and sometimes wishes he had
the Woodside name, has been with
Woodside Service Center since 1983.
Together with the Woodside brothers,
Fred Jr. and Robert, Aucoin services
and repairs cars.

Standardized Items
The team
Service
Center
from left, Rob Woodside, Fred
OBDatII Woodside
is a federal
mandate
per includes,
the
Woodside, Sr., Adam Woodside and Bill Aucoin.
Clean Air Act of 1990 to standardize onboard diagnostics systems among
manufacturers. The following items were
standardized:

According to Aucoin, people frequent Woodside Service Center and have become longtime customers because of the
personal attention they receive. The technicians
talk directly
to motorists
about car problems. “There is no intermediary
1. Universal
diagnostic
connector
person who relays information to the mechanic,”link
says
Bill.
“We
talk
directly
to the driver and often go for a ride with him
(DLC)
or her to better understand the car troubles from the driver’s perspective.”
2. Standard location for DLC
A local dealership referred a car to the repair3.facility
whenlistit of
kept
failing
the dealership’s emission test. Aucoin said he
Standard
trouble
codes
looked the car over and found nothing to be4.wrong.
After
diagnosing
the
vehicle, Aucoin could not pinpoint any emisUse of a common scan tool
sions-related malfunctions. After asking the dealership a few questions, Aucoin realized why the car had failed their
5. Common diagnostic test
emission test: The dealership had entered the wrong weight of the vehicle.
modes
According to Aucoin, the program is working.
fewer repairs
now,” he admitted, “but not because the program
6.“There
Abilityare
to record
a snapshot
has no teeth or has too lean of standards. Rather
it’s because
the amajority
of theanpolluting cars were cleaned up in the first
7. Ability
to store
code when
two years.” ■
emissions failure occurs
Woodside Service Center
305 Weston Street
Waltham, MA
781-899-4150

8. Readiness monitors
9. Standard glossary of terms
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DEP Oversees Auditing of Emissions Test Equipment
In December 2001, the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection
(DEP) began its Equipment Auditing program to ensure the emissions test equipment at inspection stations is performing
properly. DEP has hired TESTCOM, Inc. to
help perform the audits. Audits take approximately one to two hours, depending
on the condition of a facility’s test equipment.
Equipment audits that TESTCOM conducts consist of checking the proper operation of the weather station, sample
hoses, gas analyzer, gas cap tester, VMAS,
RPM pickups, and OBD II system. Audit
results are shared with the station managers and DEP places service calls to repair

faulty components identified during the
audit. TESTCOM may also perform a follow-up audit to ensure that your equipment has received effective repairs. Auditors will not be locking out workstations
for any reason during the visit.
The majority of audits have been conducted on stations that have volunteered;
however, unannounced equipment audits
are occurring as well. At the end of January, 130 overt equipment audits were performed. “The emerging trends from equipment audits,” according to Craig
Woleader, of the DEP, “are leaking sample
probes and damaged VMAS hoses. We’ve
also identified some inaccuracies with certain workstation components, such as the
weather station, gas bench, and VMAS.

We’re working with Agbar and the equipment vendors on the best way to repair and
maintain these components so that they
stay within program specs.”
Shop owners can ensure continued,
trouble-free operation (and accurate testing) by keeping close tabs on such highwear items.
The DEP encourages stations interested in
volunteering for an equipment audit to
contact TESTCOM at 1-800-678-9199 (select Option 3) and schedule a time convenient to their specific inspection volume.
If you have any questions regarding equipment audits, please contact Paul Davis at
Massachusetts DEP at (617) 348-4080 or
paul.davis@state.ma.us. ■

Industry Folks Continue to Provide Key Help to I & M
Behind the scenes of the Enhanced Emissions & Safety Test program are some great
volunteers. We are talking about members
of the Inspection/Maintenance (I/M) Advisory Committee, the Inspection Subcommittee and the Vehicle Maintenance Initiative (VMI) Subcommittee.
Ten years ago, in the fall of 1992, the Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Protection (DEP) established the I/M Advisory Committee. Its purpose was to provide the Commonwealth with emissionsrelated expertise and advice from industry
representatives.
Among many of the organizations that
participated in the process were: American
Automobile Association (AAA), American
Lung Association, Massachusetts Audubon
Society, MassPIRG, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Alliance of Automotive
Service Providers (AASP), New England Service Station and Automotive Repair Association (NESSARA), representatives of
fleets, state agencies such as the Executive
Office of Consumer Affairs, Department of
Environmental Protection, Registry of
Motor Vehicles (RMV), and Department of
Public Health (DPH).
Discussions that took place during the
I/M Advisory Committee meetings helped
to shape the Massachusetts Enhanced Emissions & Safety Test program. Today, this
group functions as the advisory board for
the program.
As a result of the growth of emissions-related issues and concerns in Massachusetts,

two subcommittees were established that
report directly to the I/M Advisory Committee. They are the Inspection Subcommittee, formerly called the Service Summit, and the VMI Subcommittee.
The Inspection Subcommittee is comprised
of all inspectors and trade associations representing inspectors and their stations.
Roger Montbleau, president of NESSARA,
is the chairman, (see page 4 for interview
with Montbleau).
Chuck Pearson, Special Assistant at Mass
Bay Community College, is the VMI Subcommittee chairperson. This subcommittee is comprised of registered repair technicians, facility owners and trade associations.
Both committees are currently working on
the rollout of the OBDII program: the VMI
focusing on the training of registered repairers, and the Inspection Subcommittee
centering on the ways in which the inspection process will be expedited.
A true testament to the effectiveness of
these subcommittees was the creation and
evolution of the Repair Shop Report Card,
also known as the Emissions Repair Success Rating (ERSR). Repair industry representatives worked together to devise an alternative to the state’s proposed initial rating system that addresses both industry
and public needs. Many of the suggested
alternatives were then incorporated by the
program administrators into the
Commonwealth’s current program. The
Report Card rating was publicly released
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in December. Shops’ ratings can be found
on the Vehicle Inspection Report (VIR) and
program Web site (http://mass.gov/
vehicletest).
According to both Montbleau and Pearson,
anyone and everyone is welcome to attend
our quarterly meetings. In fact, we encourage new faces. Whether you have concerns,
questions, or just want to listen, you are
welcome to attend. For information on
upcoming meetings, contact Roger
Montbleau, r_montbleau@msn.com, regarding the Inspection Subcommittee and
Chuck Pearson, pearsonc@mbcc.mass.edu,
about the VMI Subcommittee. ■

STILL WANTED:
OBD II Survey
Responses
Please make sure to fill out the OBD II
survey from the last edition of the Inspection Update if you have not done
so already, and return via fax to 800853-6913. If you need additional surveys, please call Chuck Pearson at Mass
Bay Community College at 781-2393048. Thank you.
Be an early bird and sign up for the
upcoming OBD II training. Contact
Chuck Pearson at Mass Bay Community College, 781-239-3048, to put
your name on the list.

SOME SURE-FIRE STEPS TO SPEEDIER INSPECTIONS
1

Hang a tennis ball by a string from the ceiling directly over the dynomometer to help center rear-wheel-drive vehicles on the
dynomometer. Back up vehicle until tennis ball touches center of vehicle’s rear window.

2

Put the dynamometer in the ground if your testing bay has a front and rear door, allowing vehicles to drive-through. (NOTE: An
in-ground dynomometer must meet all code requirements. Set-up and installation must be approved by RMV.)

3

Do inspections the same way, in the same sequence, every time. Following a routine greatly reduces the chances of omitting a step
or making a mistake.

4

Create a specialized set-up for testing equipment based on your facility’s individual characteristics. For example, some stations
attach the VMAS to the wall and use extra-length hoses to give inspectors more flexibility and mobility. This also saves time that
would be used moving the VMAS during inspections. (NOTE: Hoses cannot exceed 45 feet.)

5

Purchase a second monitor if viewing a drive trace is difficult, especially with a rear-wheel-drive automobile. For information about
buying a second monitor, call the Station Support Hotline at (877) 297-5552.

6
7
8

Install angled mirrors in your testing lane so you can check operation of brake lights and directional signals from inside the vehicle.

9

Take steps to ensure your regular customers are well informed, so they see you for regular maintenance, ensuring quicker
inspections.

Try using two inspectors if there is a long line.
Place informative signs along the queue of waiting cars to inform motorists of the small measures they can take to speed their
inspections. Here’s a good introductory message for the first sign: “We welcome you to the Massachusetts Enhanced Emissions &
Safety Test. In order to help us best help you, please have your $29 inspection fee and registration ready.” In addition, inspectors
may wish to post signs with the following messages: 1) All seat belts must be easily accessible to the inspector; 2) Vehicles with
license plates that have green lettering are attached to the rear only. All other Massachusetts license plates are required to be located on both the front and rear of the vehicle; and 3) Only inspectors are allowed in the testing bay. Motorists must wait in the
designated waiting area.

Above tips were developed from items in Section 5 of the Re-certification Manual. ■
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